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Key: Eb

Tuning: Standard EADGBe

Chords used:
Eb -  x68886
Bb -  x13331
Cm -  x35543
G# -  466544
Fm -  133111
G/B - x2x003

Intro: G# Bb Cm Bb x2

Verse 1:
I ve had it up to
G#
here with this
You re always calling
Fm
Girl you re just
tripping No I m just
Bb      Eb
falling Over and over
again This change
of heart is just Is
      Eb
ust a means to an-

Refrain 1:
 G#
-end This conversation
          Bb
just went dry I know
            Eb
I m crazy I think
                   G#
I m done wondering why



You know what you need
to say I haven t found
  Bb
a melody yet A
melody yet a melody

Chorus 1:
Eb
All this time We ve
     Bb
been crossing off days
On the calendar pages
    G#
And all this time
Has been wasted
I m wasted Just
thinking that
            Eb
this is the end

Verse 2:
I ve had it up to
Eb
here with this shit
I m always calling
Couldn t you just
call someone else?
I bet you think it s
G#
funny how my voice
stands out When I m
             Fm
talking to myself

Verse 3:
Eb
  You just keep pushing
me farther and farther
 Fm
away If you were never
here I d bet you d
like it better that
G#
way There s really
nothing left to
Cm     G#
say To me

Refrain 2:



Fm     Eb    G#
  This conversation
          Fm
just went dry
           Eb
I know I m crazy
  G#
I think I m done
          Fm
wondering why
     Eb    G#
This conversation
I know I m not a
Bb
memory yet A memory
yet a memory

Chorus 2:
Eb
All this time We ve
     Bb
been crossing off days
On the calendar pages
    G#
And all this time
Has been wasted
I m wasted Just
thinking that
            Eb
this is the end
Come on now
Won t you come
around baby?
   Bb
Oh we can work it
          G/B
out But I think I
know better than
Cm        Bb
that This time you re
       G#
just a pretty face
And you re just
            Cm
a line in a song
G#
This was all wasted
Come on just face it

Bridge:
Cm



This was all wasted
Fm           Eb
Come on just face
      G#     Bb G/B
it Oh let it go

Refrain 3:
Cm
  This conversation
          Eb
just went dry
I know I m crazy
I think I m done
          G#
wondering why
This conversation
          Bb
just went dry I m
not a memory yet
a memory yet
A memory

Chorus 3:
Eb
All this time We ve
     Bb
been crossing off days
On the calendar pages
    G#
And all this time
Has been wasted
I m wasted Just
thinking that
this is the end

Chorus 4:
Eb
All this time We ve
     Bb
been crossing off days
On the calendar pages
    G#
And all this time
Has been wasted
I m wasted Just
thinking that
            Eb
this is the end
Come on now
Won t you come



around baby?
   Bb
Oh we can work it
          G/B
out But I think I
know better than
Cm        Bb
that This time you re
       G#
just a pretty face
And you re just
            G#  Bb
a line in a song
    Cm
And you re just
  Bb        G#  Bb
a line in a song
    Cm
And you re just
  Bb        Eb(hold)
a line in a song 


